Proposed Amendments
1. EXISTING CLAUSE

Conferences:

Minimum of 50% of the excess money saved from the conference should be given to the ACRSI.
Local hospitalities must be given to the President, President Elect, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer
fellowship board chairman of ACRSI during the conference.
PROPOSED CHANGED
(FOR CONFERENCE ACRSICON)
Minimum of Rs 1000/- per delegate present (irrespective of faculty or complimentary registrations
)should be paid to the ACRSI irrespective of the profits generated .the audited balance sheet needs to
be submitted nevertheless since it has to be given to ASI as its pan card is being used.
Local hospitalities must be given to the President, President Elect, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer
fellowship board ,chairman,vice chairman, fellowship convenor and academic convenor of ACRSI
during the conference.

2. EXISTING CLAUSE
Minimum of 50% of the excess money saved from the Instructional Course or Rs.1000/- per
delegates which ever is more should be given to the ACRSI.
PROPOSED CHANGED
Minimum of Rs1000/- per delegate present (excluding the faculty)should be paid to the ACRSI
irrespective of the profits generated .the audited balance sheet needs to be submitted nevertheless
since it has to be given to ASI as its pan card is being used.
2B NEW ADDITION
ZONAL CMEs
Minimum of Rs500/- per delegate present(irrespective of faculty or complimentary registrations)
should be paid to the ACRSI irrespective of the profits generated .the audited balance sheet needs to
be submitted nevertheless since it has to be given to ASI as its pan card is being used. If the entire
cme is complimentary to all than no need to pay the same

3. EXISTING CLAUSE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS
He/she shall be eligible for re-election for one more term.

PRAPOSED CHANGE
He/she shall be eligible for re-election for one more term only if he has attended at least 2 EC
meeting in the current term out of the 6 usually held or 33% of the nos of EC meeting held during his
current term.

4 EXISTING CLAUSE
Rules for election
1. Notification for election schedule to be declare by 1st June. Nomination to be invited till 15TH
July.Secrutiny of nomination and declaration of valid candidates on 31st July. Withdrawl date till
15th August . Voting Start on 16 August to 15th September. The dates may change depending upon
the circumstances.
2. Counting of votes will done on the following Sunday after 15th September.
3. Election officer will inform the contestants the time and place of counting by a letter, e-mail, SMS
4. It will be the duty of the contestant to make sure that he/ she, the proposer and seconder are in
good standing.
PROPOSED CHANGE
Rules for election
1. Notification for election schedule to be declare by 1st June. Nomination to be invited till 30TH June
.Secrutiny of nomination and declaration of valid candidates on 15th July. Withdrawl date till 31ST
July .Voting if needed to Start on 16th August to 15th September. The dates may change depending
upon the circumstances.
2. Counting of votes will done on the first day of ACRSICON preferably(if the same is being held in
the second half of September or on the first Sunday after 15th September if ACRSICON dates do not
tally as above.result will be declared in AGM of ACRSI in the first event or by mail and website by
second Event.
3. Election officer will inform the contestants the time and place of counting by e-mail, sms and
website only if the date of counting is not at ACRSICON for any reason.
4. It will be the duty of the contestant to make sure that he/ she, the proposer and seconder are in
good standing.

